Comparative molecular surface analysis (CoMSA) for modeling dye-fiber affinities of the azo and anthraquinone dyes.
Despite recent investigations aimed at modeling 3D QSAR for dye molecules a controversy still exists: can a pharamacophore hypothesis be used for such purposes. In the present publication we reported on the application of the CoMSA method for modeling 3D QSAR of azo and anthraquinone dyes. We obtained very predictive models, which significantly outperform those reported in the previous CoMFA studies, especially for the azo dyes. Our results proved the previous conclusion that steric requirements are far less pronounced for the cellulose cavities than for the classical drug receptor. Moreover, our results indicate that all molecular surface segments are important for dye-fiber interactions, which also makes an important difference in relation to the classical drug pharmacophore. On the other hand, high predictivity of the CoMSA models indicates that a pharmacophore concept is suitable for the description of the dye-fiber interactions. However, this pharmacophore must substantially differ from the drug pharmacophore used for the illustration of the drug-receptor interactions. From a theoretical point of view dye-cellulose interactions can be an interesting case in which shape decides the activity rules not by the steric repulsion but as a cofactor determining the electrostatic potential distribution.